There exist a strong correlation between the number of translation options available for a certain word and the translator's eye movements. Indeed, higher translation entropy (HTra) has been shown to increase uncertainty in translation choices, thus making the translation process costlier, whereas lower entropy facilitates the translation of a particular word into its target rendition.
which has been demonstrated to have a significant effect on both FFDur and Trts: first fixation durations are shorter for source-text items with low translation entropy than for items with a larger number of translation alternatives. Considering that these latter findings confirm the Literal Translation Hypothesis -according to which words are first translated literally -, the same procedure can be tentatively applied to metaphor translation, delving into studies not originally performed to investigate metaphorical language translation. A further insight can be given for cross-lingual distortion (Cross) between sourceand target-text items, in order to explore how the latter correlates to FFDur and Trts and, in particular, if any significant difference can be detected when compared to HTra.
It is possible to establish additional correlations between FFDur, Trts and the strategies used for translating the metaphors, and in particular if shorter or longer FFDur and Trts correspond to certain translation strategies. The framework for classifying the target-text translation of sourcetext metaphors will include five strategies: (1) the translation of a source-text metaphor into an exact equivalent in the target text (M-M); (2) the translation of a source-text metaphor into another metaphorical phrase with the same meaning in the target text (M1-M2); (3) the paraphrase of a source-text metaphor in the target text (M-P); (4) the translation of a source-text non-metaphor into a metaphor in the target text (NM-M); (5) deletion or omission.
